Security.
Safety.
Savings.

What Our
Members
Are Saying

Having coverage means you never
have to wonder who to call for help when
you need it. Here are some typical savings
you could have with your plan.

“You never know how valuable it is
until you need it.”

TOWING

35– 275

$

CAR RENTAL DISCOUNT

UNEXPECTED AUTO REPAIR

AUTO KEY REPLACEMENT

$

150

$
$

250

200

$

We cover more—and save
you more—than traditional
roadside plans.

—Jerry C.

"The customer service is
awesome... I feel safe knowing
that if something happens,
one call takes care of it”
—Deborah L.

“Great plan for the family, we feel
that we are safe having a plan like
this.”
—Ingrid F.

We’re there for you anytime you need
us, day or night. Help is available 24/7.
ONLINE
HomeAndAuto.com

ON OUR APP
HomeAuto+

Peace of Mind that
Travels with You

OVER THE PHONE
1-800-621-5287
Savings based on sample values. Does not assume usage of all benefits
by all members. Full source information available at
HomeAndAuto.com/Why-Us
FIMC benefits and services are administered by, or provided through,
The American Traveler Motor Club, LLC. (in Alabama, benefits and
services are administered through ATMC-Alabama, Inc.), subsidiaries of
FIMC Partners, LP

by FIMC

Benefits offered by
The American Traveler Motor Club, LLC
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Real Benefits
™
For Real Life

The Auto plan from FIMC includes roadside benefits plus everyday savings.

Getting to work. Taking the kids to
practice. In today’s family, the car
is king—and you can’t afford to go
without it.
Accidents, breakdowns, and other
trouble can put a real strain on your
wallet, even when you have good
insurance. Our Auto plan keeps cash
in your pocket and gets you back on
the road when you face unexpected
expenses.

Better Benefits Than
the Competition
Covers You in Any Vehicle
Membership protects you,
not just your car

Unlimited Service

No limits on number of
roadside or emergency
calls

AUTO
Unlimited Towing &
Roadside Assistance*

Towing as many times as you need

Auto Repair Reimbursement*

30% reimbursement of unexpected
eligible auto repair costs—up to $500
per membership year

RPM Discount Repair Network
Exclusive member discounts at
MAACO, Meineke, Tire Kingdom,
Firestone, and more

Auto Locksmith Service*

24-hour service for everything from
lost keys to lockouts

Emergency Living, Transportation
& Car Rental Benefit
Get reimbursed up to $1,000 if you
are stranded 100 miles or more from
home due to an accident. Alternate
transportation, meals, and lodging
included

Stolen Car Benefit

Get up to $500 cash for a car rental
and carrier transportation when your
car is stolen and you're away from
home

*Coverages are subject to terms, conditions and exclusions. Some
state exclusions apply. Emergency medical services must be received
within 48 hrs of the auto related accident. Full benefit information and
limitations available at HomeAndAuto.com.

EVERYDAY
Up to 50% Discounts on
Everyday Entertainment

Your favorite restaurants, movie
tickets, shopping, museums, shows,
attractions and more

Hotel Discounts Through Priceline
Stay at top hotels for less

Discounted Vacation Packages

From hundreds of top hotels to Disney,
Universal, Carnival Cruises and more

Car Rental Discounts

Saving you even more money—
at home or away

Legal Documents & Advice

Get free and discounted legal services,
including free Simple Will preparation.
Plus, free and discounted financial
education

Access your benefits
and discounts anytime—

it’s easy on the
HomeAuto+ app!

